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Back-to-School
Quickstart for PARENTS
The PLP,

FAIRVIEW’S
“DIGITAL
TRAPPER
KEEPER”

(Thanks,
Principal Chris Vicha
for the Trapper comparison!)

Everything a student can keep in this nifty notebook--assignments, handouts, graded
papers--can be kept here.

Back to School
with Fairview’s
Digital
Trapper Keeper:

3

The most
important things
to remember

Teachers & Mentors
provide the essential
“secret sauce” that
makes learning happen.
Projects & Math
Concept Units are
center stage for
academics.
Focus areas are about
learning content
basics--and also about
learning to learn.

There is lots to learn about as well as in middle and high school.
But because this is only an INTRODUCTION, we will stick to what we have come to
think of as the essentials for parents. Know that there will be follow-up sessions
throughout the year AND anytime you want a one-on-one consultation, focused
specifically on your student, all you need to do is ask and we will set something up.
The follow-up sessions will be announced through LMMS and FHS “Fast Five”
communications. Most will take place at the BOE office. There will be a “Sign Up
Genius” and various presenters including teachers and even students.

3. 1 Relationships are the “Secret Sauce.”

Think about your favorite Teacher. Did s/he:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give you confidence that s/he was an expert in his/her content?
Help you learn how to learn?
Give you choices and suggestions?
Make sure materials you needed to use and the pace s/he set were “just
right?”
Help you when you struggled?
Work with you individually?
Pair you up with good teammates?
Give you feedback and make sure you stayed on track?
Make his/her expectations clear and reasonable?
Keep your expectations for yourself high?
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The roles are interlocking, synonomous.

Times and tools may have
changed… But these
TIMELESS attributes
continue to be our
district’s expectations and
our teachers’ goals!

3.2 Projects ~ Equal 80% of course grade
● Based on “bundles” of grade-level Ohio
Learning Standards
● Teacher-led, assigned “Due Dates,” & scored
using a “Rubric” which comes from the
Standards
● Involve multiple prep steps, or “Checkpoints”
for which students receive “Feedback”
● Conclude with some kind of “Product”
Note that the updated percentage cited is, as of August 2019, pending teachers’
approval.
If a student does not complete a project deadline, his/her grade sustains negative
impact. While students are permitted to revise and/or complete projects after due
dates pass, they are required to make special arrangements for re-doing or finishing
with their teachers and expected to fulfill commitments they make. This policy derives
from the same research base as “Natural and Logical Consequences” you might be
using at home.
(https://extension.umn.edu/encouraging-respectful-behavior/using-natural-and-logicalconsequences)
Educationally, the policy aligns with “Responsive Classroom” theory and practice
described here:
https://extension.umn.edu/encouraging-respectful-behavior/using-natural-and-logicalconsequences

Project Parts:
Sample Project Overview-Includes Checkpoints,
Tasks, Final Product...

See “Moving Up to Middle School” for more information on Project Based Learning
(PBL).

Sample--Each Project Has An Explanation

Sample--Each Project Has A Speciﬁc Rubric
Note its grade level speciﬁc range on the 1-8 scale...

Sample-Checkpoint:
Note the mixed
Media “Playlist”

3.3 Focus Areas ~ 10 item quizzes
●
●
●
●
●
●

Background content for Projects
Two kinds: Power and Additional
Thing 3
Power--Required to Pass (14%)
Additional--Required to secure an A (6%)
Teacher-guided, Student self-led
Take notes as directed; use to study & as
teacher allows, take quiz
More...

(Bet you didn’t know
there was a Thing 3…)

Note that the updated percentages cited are, as of August 2019, pending teachers’
approval.

More about Focus Areas
● Each should be completed ahead of/with
Projects it matches
● “Blue Line” keeps track of time. Focus Areas
can be made up without penalty, but...
● EXPECTATION is students will not attempt a
Focus Area quiz until they have prepared
AND that they will pass on ﬁrst or second
attempt!!

Myth!
The “Blue Line” is the enemy of
students

Fact!!
The “Blue Line” is a like a
BOOKMARK in a daily
planner--OR--a pin on a timeline.
The “Blue Line” that shows
everyone how to get
and stay on track.

Focus Areas include these resources/tools:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessments: A student can click "See All Takes" to review their
assessment.Diagnostic Assessments: Allow students to gauge their mastery
of a Focus Area by answering practice questions that will not impact their
grade.
Description: Includes the objectives that students will meet and key terms
they should know.
Key Terms: A list of important keywords or terms in the Focus Area.
Objectives: Objectives guide students in achieving overall mastery of a Focus
Area.
Resources, sometimes called a “Playlist”
Quizzes: Allow students to demonstrate their mastery by answering a set of
10 questions.
Feedback

You can see the Year-at-a-Glance, including
the Projects, Focus Areas, and Blue Line in
the YEAR VIEW:

Throughout the Year, the “Blue
Line” points out what where
the learning is now, what came
before, what’s still ahead.
When we are on break or busy
with something like Mohican
or DC, the “Blue Line” pauses.

Focus areas look like this:

Playlist looks
like this:
Many Focus Areas include a
“NOTE-TAKER” to help students
zero in on essential information.

2 Ways Math is Different
2.1 Math has Concept
Units instead of
Projects (Knowledge
and Skills) &
“Portfolio Problems”
(Applications)

2.2 Math is graded on
1-5 SCALE , versus 1-8
in other subjects, &
has UNIT TESTS in
addition to to Focus
Areas
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Parents can always get a quick check
on their student’s achievement & progress.
Contact the TEACHER or MENTOR or...

Log in & open the Progress Screen

Current grades in progress

An INCOMPLETE is an Important Indicator
99.44% of times, an Incomplete grade occurs because:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The “Blue Line” (due date) has passed and some catch up is required.
A Project or Math Concept Unit grade/score is less than 70%.
Can be corrected without penalty to the ﬁnal grade.
Has deﬁnite negative consequences.
All of the circumstances described above.

(Correct answer: e )
Note: There are subtle but REAL differences between consequences and penalties.
Also note: The academic year does run out. Time to catch up, correct, revise, etc., runs out.
Students do fail. By long-standing policy and consistent with research, middle school
students who fail core courses receive attention but are not retained. Also by policy, high
school students who fail credit-bearing courses must repeat these.

3 Resources to get you going!
GLOSSARY: https://help.summitlearning.org/hc/en-us/articles/222452808
PARENT EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW:
https://help.summitlearning.org/hc/en-us/articles/206951077-Parent-Experience-O
verview
The interactive DEMO (Note:

The demo’s purpose is to
show mechanics only. The demo students are imaginary
7th graders & the curriculum is a 7th grade example
--not precisely Fairview’s curriculum. )

https://demo.summitlearning.org/demo/home

Please come back to learn more:

Opportunities will be announced in the Fast Five. Various dates and times will
be available. Various presenters, including Principals, Teachers, & Students
will lead the learning. Content will include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How you can help with HOMEWORK
GRADING: Everything you ever wanted to know
More about each and all of the 4 “VIEWS”
-- Week, Year, Progress, and College
MENTORING: Who, what, when, how?
Way beyond the PLP: Fairview’s Tools and Skills, Materials and Methods
Plus “a la carte.” Let us know-WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW & DO?
Don’t forget our district website; look under
“Personalized Learning” for resources past & present.
Reach out anytime to set up a personalized consultation focused on your student!

